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FOREWORD

It is now widely recognized that ensuring the supply of water at an affordable cost and
of acceptable quality for domestic consumption, food production, and other uses in the early
years of the next century will be very difficult. Efficient use, effective conservation, and
comprehensive management of the available water resources are essential to address this
crisis. These objectives take a long time to achieve. They are more difficult to address in
the case of international rather than national river basins.

This paper has been part of a larger effort within the World Bank to review its
policies and strategies for assisting developing countries in comprehensive management of
their water resources. It focuses mainly on the Bank's role in international water affairs and
recommends that the Bank should play a more proactive role in promoting dialogue,
improving data base and analysis, and assisting riparians in establishing cooperative
arrangements to plan and use their water resources efficiently. Further, it suggests that the
Bank should strengthen its capacity to respond to riparian requests for assistance in an
objective, competent and effective manner.

The concepts presented in the paper for a more proactive Bank role in international
water affairs have been broadly discussed. In particular, they received strong support at the
international workshop which was convened in July 1991 to discuss the content of the Water
Resources Management policy paper, which was then being prepared. But the paper has a
wider audience. It should be of particular interest to the developing countries sharing
international inland waters, the United Nations Agencies dealing with water resources
development, the International Law Association, the International Water Resources
Association, the International Commission for Irrigation and Drainage, international
financing agencies and donor countries, and other national and international professional
societies, organizations, and consulting firms dealing with water. Thus we have decided to
publish it separately, hoping that its publication will trigger constructive initiatives for
enhancing international cooperation in an important aspect of water resources management
and development.

Michel J. Petit
Director

Agriculture and Natural Resources Department
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ABSTRACT

Many developing countries are facing serious problems in meeting the rapidly growing
water demands for domestic, industrial, irrigation, power, and other uses. The marginal cost of
additional supplies is increasing, water quality is deteriorating, ecology and biodiversity
problems are aggravating, and intersectoral conflicts are becoming more frequent. These issues
are more difficult and often intractable in international river basins where riparian
countries are unable to establish cooperative arrangements to plan and use the available water
resources effectively.

This paper reviews the World Bank's role in international water affairs. It was initiated
to address the concerns expressed by the delegates to an international workshop on
comprehensive water resources management organized by the Bank in June 1991. The
delegates complained that the current Bank policy on international water affairs was not
sufficiently helpful and recommended that the Bank should play a more proactive role in
promoting cooperative arrangements between riparian countries for systematic planning and
development of their common resources and fostering settlement of riparian disputes.

The review of the Bank's experience shows that, with the notable exception of the Indus
Waters Treaty, the Bank has made only limited direct interventions in international water
affairs. Its present policy (Operational Directive 7.50) has a strictly limited project orientation.
It is curative rather than preventive and does not foster creative options in situations where
riparian countries of widely different technical abilities and economic power are involved. The
paper points out that international water issues are assuming increasing importance in the Bank's
development assistance strategies, that the demand for Bank assistance is increasing, and that
the Bank has unique opportunities and comparative advantage in assisting riparian countries
where inefficient use of scarce water resources, increasing pollution, and the lack of riparian
cooperation are seriously threatening sustainable development.

The paper recommends that the Bank should play a more proactive role in international
water affairs. Development should be the primary objective for its interventions. Its policy
should be flexible and its main thrust should be to assist riparian countries in their own efforts
to establish cooperative arrangements to plan and use their common water resources efficiently.
There are many modalities for Bank interventions. It should promote dialogue, improve the
data base and analysis, and induce constructive cooperation.

The report cautions that international water issues are technically complex and potentially
sensitive. The Bank should concentrate its efforts on cases where its interventions are likely to
produce favorable results. It should be responsive when there is a need for its assistance and
the riparians welcome it.

Bank involvement in international water affairs requires developing consensus and
mobilizing support on complex and sensitive legal, political, and technical concerns of all
riparians, big and small, and rich and poor. It requires patience, perseverance, and
development diplomacy. The paper recommends that the Bank should enhance its capacity to
play a proactive role and address riparian requests for assistance objectively, competently, and
effectively.
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PREFACE

Developing countries' requests for Bank assistance for addressing the riparian issues
constraining efficient development and utilization of intemational inland waters have increased
in recent years. At an intemational workshop held in June 1991 at the World Bank to review a
draft report on comprehensive management of water resources, the delegates from both
developing and developed countries recommended that the Bank should consider taking a more
proactive role in intemational water affairs beyond that envisaged in its current policies. The
Bank's Agriculture and Natural Resources Department, therefore, initiated a research study in
1991 to review whether the Bank should play a more proactive role in intemational water
affairs, and if it should, how it should do so. This paper presents the results of that research.

The terms "intemational inland waters," "transboundary waters," "water resources of
international river basins" and "resources of intemational watercourses" have often been used in
various publications. This paper uses these terms synonymously although there may be fine
differences in their legal interpretation.

The main audience of this paper is govemments, development banks, consulting firms,
professional societies, universities, riparian countries, and the intemational and bilateral
financing agencies--in short, all those whose policies and practices have a profound effect on the
efficient development, utilization, and management of intemational inland waters.

The paper benefited from the comments and suggestions made by the delegates to the
iernational workshop held at the Bank in June 1991. The authors are grateful to the Bank's
vice presidents, directors, divisional managers, and water specialists who made useful
suggestions, first during personal interviews and later through their comments on the draft
paper. The authors are particularly thankful to Robert Picciotto, Vice President, who chaired
the workshop organized by the Agriculture and Natural Resources Department to discuss the
final draft. The authors wish to express their gratitude to Mr. Guy Le Moigne, Senior Adviser
for Water Resources, who reviewed the paper at all stages of its processing and helped to
improve its concepts as well as its presentation.
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Background

As part of the review of its policies in comprehensive water resource management,
the World Bank organized a workshop in June, 1991 in Washington, D.C. to elicit international
experts' views on its policies. More than 100 experts from the developed and developing
countries, including representatives of the International Water Resources Association and the
International Commission on Irrigation and Drainage, participated in the workshop.

One of the issues that received most attention at the workshop was the development
and management of international inland waters. Delegates from the developing countries were
most vocal in complaining that development of water resources of many international rivers was
seriously constrained due to the lack of cooperation among the riparian countries and that the
Bank's policy on international inland waters has not proved effective in assisting them to resolve
their differences and promote development. This discussion led to a unanimous
recommendation that the World Bank should consider taking a more proactive role in
international water affairs beyond that prescribed in the Bank's Operational Directive (OD 7.50
- Box 1). Delegates requested Bank assistance and urged the adoption of a broad based
initiative in such areas of comprehensive international inland waters management as promoting
cooperative riparian efforts in data collection and planning; establishing river basin
organizations (RBOs) for systematic and unified planning and development, and fostering
settlement of riparian disputes.

This paper reviews the role the Bank might play in promoting the development and
management of international inland waters. It recommends that the Bank should play a more
proactive role in international water affairs; its policy should be flexible; its main thrust should
be to assist riparian countries in their own efforts to establish cooperative arrangements; and the
primary objective for its interventions should be development.

Purpose of the Paper

The paper considers two basic questions:

(i) Should the World Bank play a more proactive role in international inland
waters affairs?

(ii) If it should, how might it do so?

This paper addresses the above questions. A substantial amount of information has
been published on international water affairs and agreements. The International Law
Association has done considerable work in establishing the principles of international water law
governing the use and development of the water resources of international rivers. The
International Law Commission, a body of the United Nations, has broadened the scope of the
river basin concept to include all aspects of water quantity and quality control. Conceptual and
methodological advances are also taking place. Modeling, multi-objective planning, risk
analysis, interactive decision analysis, simulation, and alternative dispute resolution processes
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are all parts of efforts to improve strategies for addressing international water issues. The Bank
has a policy (OD 7.50 - see box 1) for assisting riparian countries in developing international
inland water resources. The Bank's regional departments have initiated case studies of selected
international basins.

..........; A .. .: . ......: :- .... ::iE.::i:f:t::;-0f- :f::0:7: :-;-}i. i : ;.. : E : : ! : : :::E i: E E : E iE,;.:: : 

; -;:;:; ie Bank recognizes that cooporation aon:;nd goodwilll of:rpra counrie is essenial fo .fficiwtl0:0
:de:0velpetad tiliztioof interntional wateras.: ITt atahes tbe utmot iwpo tan to riprias ntei
: into: apprpriate cooperative arrangements efor: such epurpses,0 iand stands rieay to 0assist them; ini aNcieving these000 :

obji0Pectives.- Ia eases where differences remain unresolved,0 the0 Bank, 00priorto fi*ianing tihe project proposed b
a ripaFriancontr, wil equr that country tooffer to negotiate i:n good faith withothr riparians h to re
Eggppropta±e Eagreiemen.ta r arrangeents.;::: :i:; 

t0-00-0Specif:00ici al ly Ath.tSBan'is polcy l(O.D. :750) reuie thecutyprposingthe poject tonotifyothe
rip1narians of i5the proposxedproject. DIf the countiy::does: not wish to give:the notificaEtions, the Bank will normally
ge chnticaio to: the othr iparans. I0tf tthe county tdoes not want the Ban to do so,: the Bankwill

i:::SSS!::::::t:::- : :Xthecses where::the:other niparians, after ireceiving the notification from the country or :the Dnk
rtt--aise objections tot40he proposed: project, the Banik willl assess whether the obj-ectiooa are vailid and reasonable.i0:;

:fIt will also- otain, -if tnecessary, an additional fopinion from: independent experts. IEf the :Ba is satisfied, onE the: 
-basis of suchb asses.ments, ithat.te prop:osed tproject will not cause appreciable fharm to the interests of fthe othier
ri:0: paaians,::it will inform those 0riparians of fits dcision and considFer further: processing: of the proposed project.i::

i t0 ;g0; : - ; l:000000-ai:ll caes, ;the:-Bank recogze that projects on: international waterways require special handlinig;0
-;because intentional waerissues: are sensitive and they may affect relations not only between thie Bank and its
:;;;borrowers but also :between the iparian icountries, whether members of the Banlc or not.

. .... . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

This paper does not propose to describe the considerable background material
available on the subject. Its primary focus is on the importance of cooperative arrangements
between riparian countries of international rivers for the planning, development, and efficient
use of their valuable water resources for economic progress and the needs of riparian countries
for Bank assistance to establish such cooperative arrangements. The paper examines the
opportunities the Bank has in playing a proactive role to help them and the challenges it would
face in addressing complex and sensitive international water issues. It suggests that the Bank
should enhance its capacity to play an effective role in international water affairs.

For the purposes of this paper, international inland waters include all "international
waterways" described in OD 7.50. In addition, consideration has been given to the position of
groundwater in international water affairs.
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The Importance of Cooperative Arrangements for Sustainable Development
of International Waters

Many developing countries are facing serious problems in meeting the rapidly
growing demands for water supplies in all sectors - domestic, industrial, irrigation, and power.
The marginal cost of additional supplies is increasing, water quality is deteriorating, ecology
and biodiversity problems have become serious, and intersectoral conflicts are becoming more
frequent. The supply of water at affordable cost and of acceptable quality is emerging as a
major environmental challenge.

The dominant use of water in developing countries is for irrigation which, by its
expansion over the last half century, has underpinned food security in the densely populated
areas of Asia. Only through the comprehensive management of the water resources of major
river basins, many of which are international, can expansion of irrigation be continued without
causing undue damage to the quality of the ecosystem.

In Mediterranean countries and in particular in the arid zones that surround much of
its shores, there are major problems in both the quantity and quality of water supplies for all
uses. The most critical situation is found in the eastern Mediterranean region involving the
international river basins of the Tigris, Euphrates, Jordan and Nile rivers.

In sub-Saharan Africa, the highly seasonal and variable climatic conditions and the
paucity of perennial water resources outside the humid zone of the Congo basin present
enormous challenges. All the major rivers are international, and whether for hydro-electric
power or large water supplies, development depends on cooperative arrangements and
agreements between the riparian countries.

In developing countries that lack domestic sources of fossil fuels, hydro-electric
power has become an evermore important component of the energy sector. Hydro-electric
power will make large demands on the international rivers of the world. Thailand, a country
that has urgent needs for both energy and water, lies alongside the Mekong River with its
enormous unexploited resources, amounting to some 30,000 MW. India, with similar
problems, needs to pursue the vast untapped resources of the Ganges and Brahmaputra basins.
In sub-Saharan Africa there must be a continued emphasis on hydro-electric power where some
95 % of the total potential of 300,000 MW remains unharnessed, mostly on international rivers.

Experiences of the World Bank in International Water Affairs and
the Need for Intervention

With the notable exception of the Indus Waters Treaty (Box 2), the Bank has made
only limited direct intervention in international water affairs. Some indirect contributions
towards the development of intemational river basins have been made through the funding of
studies, projects and technical assistance. In the 33 years since signing of the Indus Treaty,
the Bank was ready to offer its "good offices" in the resolution of development problems of
intemational rivers such as the Ganges, Nile, Tigris and Euphrates, but in no case has it played
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Boxi 2.: The Indus i Water Treaty ;

When the sub-continent was partitioned in 1947, the political boundary abruptly cut ioff twoiigaton
canl systms oftPkista from their source in Idia. The dispute started in"1948 when Idia stopped fthesupplies

andclaimed: propriety righ over the waters flowing through its territory. The,former chairman 6ofthe Tenn.. ..
Vall¢ey;Athority (TVA), medwar in 1951 that the dispute was a dangerous powder-keg that could explode
anytie. He suggested that the World Bankhelpthe countries to develop::the .ldus system as a unit long the:
lines of the WTVA.. ::The: Bank President promptly offered assistance and the delegations from theAtwo icountriest:
Jxneti mWain to.i uMay 1952 to prepare a joint plan. However, they differed too srply :in their views to
t:;ipursue ioint planning, Th-:Ee Bank isuggested itat each side should preent a plan of itsown.A , their plais
wereto0o faartt to betreconciled. They agreed, however, to the Bank's offer to present its own proposa.

In Febmay 1954 the Bank presented a proposal that allocated the eastern rivers iiBeas and
-Sutj) -tondDiaand thewestern rivers (ndus, Jheluudu Ceiab) to Pakistan. It envisaged tction of a
:isystem of link canals from the western rivers to replace palistan's uses on the eastern rivers,a tansition periodi 
to allow Pakistan to completo these projects and the need for India to pay the project costs and: continue the
supp ies: durmi the transition period. 'The Bank said its proposal was sinle, workable, and fair. The divisiona
would' meet the uses of both sides and leave each free to develop new supplies. India accepted the prosal. W
PakistanS. acceptance was conditional it contended that there was not eenoughtsurplus in the western rives to...
ieplace iits uses on the eastern rivers. . ......

IThedelegations met again inWashington in December: 1954 towork on the Baak's proposal. After
extensive studies of the avilable flow supplies and river losses and gn, teBank issue an: aide-memoirs i
May' 1956 confii that the surplus supplies in the western rivers wou d be insufficient to P me Pakista's 
replacement needs in certain periods and that its original proposal has to be modified to include Storage wors..
Pakistani accepted e modfied proposal but lndia said its financial lIability should be limited to the &oiginga flank
xproposal. l d see, e wee t: seittv

The next four years of negotiations to reconcle differences on several issues were difficult, sensitie
and frustrating, but the Bank contiued its efforts with patience and perseveranc, threatening on occasions to
0 7 -discon-tinue its assistance if the parties maintainedAtheiri uncompromsing positions. Simultaneously, rcognizing 
that thecountres could not afford to bear the huge projects costs,i the Bank mobilized the support of Australia,.
Canada, 'New ealand, the United Kingdom and the United States for financial assistance. After long,W intesive,
ian fdifficult discussions, the Indus Waters Treaty was finall ged on $eptember: 19, 1960.

The &Bans sucess was- due ito perseverance, ingenuity ieng the negoiaons Valive, d: its
ability to provide- fica assistance. The longer the negotiations continued, the more difficult it becme for
anye of the partiesto te responibility for brekingi them off. Moreover, no one had nacceptable alternative
to settlement. ii:The Indus Waters Treaty is a landmark in the Banke's role as an international mediator. Nine years
tipassed betweenthe lBank's first initiatives and the final signing of the Treaty the Ilongest negotiation the 13anki1

-hs ever undertaken.: It was a vital achievement that ensured life-giving irrigation isupplies to millions of farmers
a nd averted the possibility of a disastrous war over the issue of water.

as proactive a role as for the Indus to stimulate the riparians concerned to accept its good
offices.
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The Bank's policy towards international water affairs is essentially set out in
OD 7.50. This document is oriented to the resolution of potential disputes arising out of
requests to the Bank for project assistance. Whereas it does not exclude the possibility of a
wider Bank role as discussed in this paper, it is reactive rather than proactive, and may well
have deterred initiatives by the Bank as well as discouraged riparians' requests for assistance.

Experience has shown that where riparians have been able to establish cooperative
arrangements and treaties that are backed by governments, successful and sustainable
development programs have followed. Important are the well-known case of the Indus Waters
Treaty of 1960 between India and Pakistan, the Parana agreement (Itaipu) of 1966 between
Brazil and Paraguay, and the Nile waters agreement between the Sudan and Egypt of 1959.
The agreement signed between Mali, Mauritania and Senegal in 1972 led to the construction of
storage dams on the Senegal River. However, in this case the associated development of
irrigation and power has been delayed, thus detracting from the economic benefits. More recent
examples, and two with which the Bank is associated, are the agreements between Lesotho and
the Republic of South Africa (RSA) for the Orange River and between Swaziland and the RSA
for the Komati basin (Box 3). Although it is too early to judge the success of these last two
agreements, the indications to date are favorable.

An examination of the endeavors to formulate agreements and joint actions between
riparians shows, that where the Bank played a proactive role as in the case of the Indus Basin,
a treaty was established and the riparians are enjoying the freedom to develop the allocated
resources; where the Bank did not intervene (e.g., the Senegal River), the resources were
developed inefficiently; where some riparians established treaties without consulting other co-
riparians (e.g., the Nile Basin - Box 4), disputes are continuing; where the Bank explored the
possibility of intervention but the riparians were not ready to accept its good offices (e.g., the
Euphrates and Tigris Basin) (Box 5), the disputes remain unresolved. It has also been
demonstrated that external assistance and encouragement is a valuable, and sometimes an
essential ingredient of success (e.g., Indus, Senegal, Orange and Komati river developments).
In particular, many river basin organizations would not survive without the support of external
agencies. Of course the external agencies cannot do much if the riparian countries compete
over dwindling supplies and are not prepared to work out fair and mutually acceptable solutions
(e.g. Jordan River Basin (Box 6).

Need for Bank Assistance

The rapidly growing demands for water supplies in all sectors, and the concerns of
water quality, environment, and increasing marginal costs of additional supplies, have become
major issues in national development planning as well as in the Bank's country
assistance strategies. As these problems become more pressing and difficult, the need to
establish cooperative arrangements between riparian countries to plan and use the available
water resources more efficiently becomes more acute.
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:E tSSEt:X iEE:Eti7iriecen !t: eamp ::: t E ;le of an internt ional: Et iniitv n the: deeomn of; shre waer is fon in te

: t-Komati Riverwhichrises fin thie iRepublic of iSoutih Africa (RAS), flows into: Swiland and t1hen back hrugh
fj;j;the ;RSA: and:finallyf inito Mozbique. Thile: curreit; initiative Sis essentially betweeng the jRSAw and the; Government2
|04 of S$waziland ((13OS), but Monique 0hasXi benonstilted in Vtriparitae tal-ks. X:;;;l;g; 0$0|: ; :t:0if0:0;0jE; 

: Sg :In the territoies of the RSA and Swaziland the total cat.me.t :area: of the.K.mati :and its.tn..utyanies:: ...
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The need to establish cooperative arrangements in river basins such as the Euphrates,
Tigris and the Jordan was acute for many years; it has now become urgent. The need to extend
some limited existing agreements, such as the one for the Nile between the Sudan and Egypt, to
embrace other riparians is receiving increasing importance. On Mekong, where a basic
institutional framework for riparian cooperation already exists, and initiatives to reinstate the
membership of Cambodia and add that of China are in progress, there is a need for external
support for the sound and sustainable elements of the programs already developed during the
past three decades. The situation in the Ganges-Brahmaputra river basin is different. Here
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Box 4. The Nile Waters Agreement

The Nile and its headwaters flow through nine Afican States: B , Egypt, Ethiopi* Kenya,
Rwandai Sudan, Tanzania, Uganda and Zaire. The Nile basin covers approximately one-tenth of the African
Continent Countries sharing the basin suffer periodic droughts and stavation in some areas.. History has shown
that cooperation on resource management and development amons the nine riparians of the Nile has been td)ficult
to achieve.

The .19$9 Nile Waters Agree,ment forms the basis for the allocation of Nile Waters betwee Egypt.
and Sudan. This r,eement was based on the construction of tho Aswan High Dam: and the ssumption that there
would be an annual mean flow at Aswan of 84 billio6ns, of which Egypt was allocated 55.5 billion m3, Sudan
.18. bitlion ml and losses were estimated to be 10 billion m3. Tbe agreement did not reserve any water for
upstream niparian countries. It did, however, establish procedures that Egypt and Sudan were to follow in settling
the claims of upstream riparians for a share of Nile waters. The agreement notes that:

As other ripaian countries on the Nile besides the Republic of Sudan and the United
Arab Republic claim a share in Nile water, both Republics agree to study together these
claims and adopt a unified view thereon. If such studies result in the possibility of
allocating an amount of Nile water to one or the other of these territories, then the value
of this amount shall be deducted in equal shares from the share of the two Republics.

As yet there have been no formal elaims from other riparians to put this procedure to the test.

major long-term planning is dormant due to the lack of cooperative arrangements between the
riparians. In those international river basins that have no current conflicts in water allocation,
such as the Zambesi, the need for the riparians to start joint planning is no less important.

Riparian countries are aware of these needs, but they are unable to establish
cooperative arrangements on their own because they are not sure how they would affect their
existing and future water rights. Suspicions and uncertainties about their potential impact are
often too strong to overcome. They need assistance of an international, credible, and impartial
organization. The mere existence of such an organization and its willingness to help are not
good enough. It should play a proactive role to gain their confidence and convinice them that
they would be better off availing themselves of its good offices than otherwise.

The fact that the Bank's good offices were not sought since the Indus Treaty was
signed 33 years ago does not necessarily suggest that riparian countries do not consider the
Bank credible and impartial enough to help them. Rather, it indicates that the Bank has not
been proactive enough to build their confidence and convince them that they would benefit, not
lose, by availing themselves of its good offices.
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Rapid economic development without adequate attention to environmental issues has
caused such serious damage in some countries that only enormous investments have a chance to
rectify the accumulated degradation of their productive environment. Some East Asian
countries, justifiably known as the architects of economic miracles, illustrate this problem.
Heavy metal and organic wastes in East Asian rivers have registered levels well above
acceptable standards. Industrial wastes have contaminated the heavily fished waters in China,
Indonesia and Thailand. The economic dynamism of these countries and their growing urban
population are placing unsustainable demands on groundwater supplies while surface water
supplies are increasingly polluted. The polluted Danube, Amu and Syr rivers in Europe and
Central Asia Region also illustrate the serious accumulated degradation of their productive
environment (Box 7).

The need for unpolluted rivers anacceptable quality of water supply at affordable cost
will be the crisis issues in the next century. These issues are more intractable in the case of
international rivers where the required planning and development often remains dormant due to
the lack of cooperation among the riparian countries.

The concerns expressed by the delegates to the International Workshop on
Comprehensive Management of Water Resources held in June 1991 and their unanimous
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amBo 6. The Jordan River Basin

-- ;e Upper Jordan d :its tributaries.originate in Syria, israel .and ebanon. Jordan and the Wst.
Bai also h#a, ve ested interests in Jordan flows. The Upper Jordan is fed by springs (relatively steady flow), the
:argest of which sthe Dan Spring in Israel. TMe Hasbani river (northern tributary) is fed by springs in Lebanon.
Tbe Banias river is fed by the IHermon Spring in the Golan Heights in Syria.

:he ''Upper Jordon diseharges its. flow into Lake Tiberias which is the ajor strage wit tea.
Israel diverts water dire ctlyfrom the lake into the National Water Carrier. The main tributary is the Yarmouk
which: flows between Syria aad Jordan .for about 40 .km before joining the Jordan 10 km downsteam of Lake
Tibedias. Syria and Jordan withdraw water from the Yarmouk river to irrigate about 15,000 ha and 12,000 ha
respectively (Jordan withdrvws water via its mai irrigation project, the East Ohor Canal). Below the conrfluene
of the Jordan and Yarnnouk rivers, springs and irrigation return flows contribute to the.Jordan river before it:
discharges into tie Dead Sea. This flow is heavily polluted by uses on both banks, an impact that is ggravated,
by the large scale diversion of water by Israel out of the basin before it reaches the lower Jordan valley.

The main issues are the conflicting claims of the riparian counties; the salinity and heavy pollution
,.of the .mai ,n ordan .rivei 'the high p,opulation growth- in -Israe} and Jordan; and thbighi rates of- ,water use in iboth
Isra,el andJ6rd* wih: exceed--or soon will exceed--renewable water resources 'both countries.

recommendations for a more proactive role of the Bank in international water affairs to promote
riparian cooperative arrangements for systematic planning and development of their water
resources demonstrate the demand for Bank assistance. They also show that the riparian
countries are running out of options and are more willing now to seek accommodation.

The Bank's regional departments, particularly the Africa, Asia, Europe and Central
Asia, and the Middle East and North Africa regions, have been receiving requests from riparian
countries for Bank assistance. The Bank is already exploring what it could do in the Danube
river basin to address its serious water quality, ecology and biodiversity problems.

The Bank's regional departments, particularly the Africa, Asia, Europe and Central
Asia, and the Middle East and North Africa regions, have been receiving requests from riparian
countries for Bank assistance. The Bank is already exploring what it could do in the Danube
river basin to address its serious water quality, ecology and biodiversity problems.
Recently, at the request of the riparian countries of the Amu and Syr rivers in the Europe and
Central Asian Region, the Bank has formulated a program to address the serious environmental
problems of the Aral Sea caused by the unsustainable use of the land and water resources of the
basin. Currently, the demand for assistance is far greater than the Bank is equipped to handle.

Because international water issues are assuming increasing importance in the Bank's
development assistance activities, its regional departments have established water resources units
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: Bo 7. The Amu and Syr Rivers and the Disappearing Aral Sea

The: Amnuad Syr ivers tare the glarge rivers of Central Asia shared mainly by Kazakhstan,
i:Xghi Stl, Tajikisn Tura meista,: a bnd UzAn. Afghnistan, China and Iran are also riparians but, except
fr 8Afistan, their usesarB not si:gificant. e two rivers have a combined flow of 90 MAFPand drain iqtp
-the-. Arl Sea which was the fiouirth largest-inland lake in the wodid until 1960. However, Ias arlt of huge
il-|;0diversionsf wtwer Efor irri.ation pures, te inflows to the sea hive reduced from 45: MAF Wi1960 to about:
4 li-0004MAP in;198g.:Cosequefntly, the area of the: sea has shrunk from 26,000 square miles to 14,00) square miles -

Owda tedieh is still Coniuing:
-E ... ....E ..... .X . . .. .:t 7; ; T f t fEg:; 

;t-gt - :T::!:Rhe WA;u and Syr rivers and the Aral Sea present one: of the most challeing: examplesI for
A i-internatio.. ;:onl oeo issues not only: relate to the destruction of the ecosystem of the Iat Sea and the
rivet deltas: ad the staggeringa problew of salinity,t waterlogging and pollution in the. in igated areas of over 7
m i :llon hectares,i but also the ability of the iparian states to make cooperative efforts to address these issues.
:Soon afat¢e* independence, the riparian states siged the water agreement and etablished the regional institutions
fori cordia management of their common water resources. The World: Bank, UNEP and the UNDP are:
supportintheir efforts. Their success, however, depends on their continued cooperation and their commitment
to addressAthe formidable problems of the Aral Sea Basin.

to explore how the Bank could address the increasing riparian requests for assistance However,
the units at present are too small and inadequately equipped for the size and complexity of the
tasks they are trying to address.

Emphasis on Sustainable Development Objectives

Economic development of riparian countries is, and should be, the primary reason for
Bank intervention in international waters affairs. This implies that the Bank should be ready to
assist riparians, not specifically for settling disputes, but more importantly to help them to
establish cooperative arrangements to reconcile their differences and develop their common
water resources for their benefit. There are many examples where countries need help in
establishing cooperative arrangements for the construction of either national or common river
basin works although there are no existing or potential disputes. This is true in much of sub-
Saharan Africa. Therefore, a more proactive Bank role in international inland water issues than
is envisaged currently in OD 7.50 is required to address these needs. The main objectives of a
proactive Bank role are:

* to assist riparian countries in addressing the problems outlined in Sections C, D
and E above;

* to avoid a situation whereby priority developments become blocked because of
existing or potential disputes over sharing of water resources; and,
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* to reduce inefficiencies in the use and development of scarce water resources of
developing countries for lack of cooperative efforts in planning and
development.

There is often a need to develop hydro-electric power on rivers where there is no
immediate water shortage, and hence no dispute on water allocations. Furthermore, it is often
beyond the capacity of any one country to finance a major river basin project. Cost sharing
between riparians is a prerequisite to any significant development. This is the underlying
objective behind several river basin organizations established in Africa to develop a practical
framework for joint action.

The Process through Which the World Bank Can Help

A proactive Bank role could be founded on two broad Bank policies:

* The Bank should make known to riparians that it will play a proactive role
in international water affairs to assist riparians in establishing river basin
cooperative arrangements and executing treaties for the planning and
development of water resources for their mutual benefits.

* The Bank should prepare the ground and create the conditions that enhance
the confidence of riparians in the Bank's ability, neutrality, and its
comparative advantage in providing assistance and that in the pursuit of
their joint developmental objectives, they would be better off with the
assistance of the Bank than without it.

The Bank has several comparative advantages in playing a proactive role in
international water affairs that should appeal to riparians and gain their confidence in seeking its
assistance. They include its mandate and commitment for development; its continuing financial
and technical assistance to riparians; its international character, neutrality, and independence;
and its close links and cooperative programs with international agencies and regional banks
concerned with water. The Bank's long experience in development of water resources for
irrigation, power, flood control, water supply and other purposes, are its great assets.

Riparian countries are also aware that there is no third party as well placed as the
Bank to assist them in addressing international inland water issues, finding fair and equitable
solutions, and mobilizing the resources to implement such solutions. The United Nations has
not played a major role in negotiating the settlement of transboundary water disputes although
some of its agencies are involved in water development activities that facilitate riparian
cooperation. Bilateral donors are reluctant to risk their political and commercial interests in
riparian countries.

Among the main areas where the Bank can make major contributions to international
river developments are:
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* arrangements for collection and exchange of hydrological and other data of
interest to riparians; for example, the Bank is currently engaged in a
UNDP/IBRD project to enhance the collection and processing of
hydrometerological data throughout sub-Saharan Africa;

* river basin planning and project preparation and exchange of information on
proposed projects;

* establishing cooperative arrangements for systematic and unified development of
the basin's water resources;

* arrangements for resolving disputes; and agreement that each riparian country
will avoid doing anything unilaterally that could cause appreciable harm to the
interests of other riparians in terms of their existing and potential water rights;

* mobilizing resources to finance planning and implementation of international
river basin development projects.

River basin planning is an area where the World Bank has a strong comparative
advantage. By supporting sound planning studies, the Bank would assist bringing in objectivity
to the analysis of water sharing and to the ultimate conclusions on water allocations.

The assistance that can be provided by the Bank in fund raising, both for studies and
project implementation, provides a strong incentive for riparian countries to solicit assistance
from the Bank at an early stage in the development program.

Opportunities and Challenges

The increasing demands for assistance in international water affairs have opened up
unique opportunities for the Bank to extend development assistance to riparian countries where
inefficient use of scarce water resources, increasing pollution, and the lack of riparian
cooperation are seriously threatening sustainable development and productivity of the
environment. Bank assistance in such cases provides incalculable economic benefits to the
countries because the problems are too interactive for them to address on their own and no
other external agency may be willing, or credible enough, to intervene.

While the opportunities are great, the challenges they pose are formidable. Despite
its unique comparative advantages, it would not be easy for the Bank to establish its credibility
and gain the confidence and consent of all riparians to stake their future. Riparian countries do
not want any kind of interference with their existing uses and water rights. They zealously
safeguard their potential uses and rights even when they do not have the faintest notion of what
they would be in the future. In an environment charged with such real or imaginary doubts,
suspicions, and uncertainties, the success in the Bank's proactive role depends as much on its
persuasive and diplomatic abilities as it does in its technical, economic and financial expertise.
The Bank's strengths in development diplomacy may be limited, but it has the ability to develop
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the expertise whenever it enters in new fields of development, as it has done in the past in such
cases as education, rural development and population planning.

The process of mobilizing riparian confidence in the Bank's good offices, developing
consensus on difficult technical, legal and political issues, and formulating programs that meet
reasonable expectations of all riparians is difficult, long, and often frustrating. Bank assistance
in international water affairs is different from its normal lending and technical assistance
operations. It requires long-term commitments without the guarantee of success. There may be
occasions when progress is too frustrating to see the usefulness of continuing the efforts.
Frustration is inherent in the process, both for the Bank and the riparians. In such cases
temporary postponement of efforts is often useful for all concerned to reassess their respective
positions. But it would be a mistake to abandon the efforts too quickly because the economic
costs of prolonging disputes and deferring developments indefinitely are immense. The Bank
experienced such frustrations in the Indus Basin dispute, but its determination and dogged
perseverance led to success. The countries also desperately needed success as much as the
Bank did. In most cases of this type the Bank must display patience, resolve and diplomacy.

Proposed Policy and Strategies

The Bank should adopt a policy of playing a more proactive role in international
water affairs. This policy should be extended to include interstate or interprovincial matters
where it is appropriate to do so, or where they form an integral part of the international
considerations. Although the policy should focus on surface waters it should allow for a
consideration of groundwater in special cases. Within this broad policy framework, the Bank's
proactive role should embrace the following strategies:

* Undertake interventions primarily with a development objective. Any
contribution towards the settlement of disputes should be a derivative of such
intervention, and not a primary motive.

* Assist riparian countries in their own efforts to establish cooperative
arrangements and joint programs for international river basin development. The
Bank should not assume a direct role as either planner or "broker" unless the
riparians make specific requests for the Bank to do so.

* Recognize that the fundamental first step in any progress towards a joint
development program is to build riparian consensus on cooperative arrangements
for exchange of data and plans; seek agreement to avoid unilaterally causing
appreciable harm to the interests of other riparians; and where possible, to bring
the riparian countries together in some kind of effective forum.

* Adopt a flexible approach to any initial intervention without preconditions; and
explore the most appropriate approach and form of Bank assistance.

* Focus on those international waters where the Bank's intervention is likely to
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produce favorable responses. Actions should be even-handed and be directed to
all significant riparians.

Play a more active part in the legal organizations (such as the International Law
Association and the International Law Commission) that, from time to time,
frame rules for the uses of international inland waters (such as the "Helsinki
Rules").

A proactive policy does not mean that the Bank should get involved in every
transboundary riparian negotiation or dispute. Rather, it should help to promote dialogue,
improve analysis, and induce constructive riparian cooperation. No Bank activity would be
justified if it is not welcomed by the concerned countries. On the other hand, the Bank should
equip itself to be responsive when there is a demand for it to be involved in complex and
sensitive riparian issues.

The present Bank policy (OD 7.50) does not provide adequate direction for staff to
play a proactive role of the kind described above. OD 7.50 is curative rather than preventive in
intent, and it has a strictly limited project orientation. It is not good enough for encouraging
and assisting creative options in situations where many riparian countries of widely different
sizes, technical capacity, and economic power are involved. Yet there are numerous
opportunities for the Bank to contribute in various ways to international river development
programs with the objective of improving the efficiency of resource allocations. There are also
many modalities of intervention. The Bank should not necessarily seek a comprehensive role in
each case. Rather, it should adapt its role to the specific circumstances.

The Bank's policy (OD 7.50) does not specifically cover groundwater. International
law relating to groundwater is at an emerging stage. Furthermore, any rules that might be
promulgated would be difficult to implement, given the technical difficulties in evaluating
groundwater resources, their movements, sustainable quality, and other aquifer characteristics.
Although major unconfined aquifers normally form a significant hydrologic component of river
systems and for that reason can be regarded as being governed by international river law, it
seems prudent for the Bank to adopt a flexible approach.

The Bank should recognize the need to formulate a policy to cover groundwater,
conduct the necessary studies, and develop the technical capacity and data-base to implement
such a policy. In the interim, however, the Bank should be willing to apply the principles of
OD 7.50 to specific cases where it is confident that it is in a position to make the necessary
technical conclusions about groundwater, whilst declining to do so in other cases.
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Bank involvement in international water affairs requires developing consensus and
mobilizing support on complex and sensitive legal, political and technical concerns of all
riparians, big and small, and rich and poor. This activity is different from lending and
technical assistance operations where the Bank deals with a single country with a relatively
homogeneous and clearly defined concerns, objectives, priorities and programs. Therefore, the
Bank needs an institutional structure whereby requests for assistance, under a proactive policy,
could be addressed objectively, competently and effectively.

The Bank's regional operations divisions are too deeply involved in projects and
programs with defined tasks, budgets and time schedules to address the multi-faceted and the
multi-country sensitive and long-term activities concerning international water affairs. The
Regions need special focus and special skills to respond to riparian requests effectively. The
Regions are well aware of these needs and some of them have already established water
resources units and appointed water resources advisors to respond to the increasing riparian
demands for assistance. However, these units are too small and inadequately equipped for the
size and complexity of their tasks. They need to be substantially expanded and reinforced with
the required expertise in order to play an effective role.

A proactive Bank role in international water affairs requires three levels of essential
activities outlined below:

* Global - research, policy, increasing global awareness and conscience
raising, empirical approaches to dispute resolution, strategic
studies covering technical, legal and environmental issues,
dissemination of experience, and training

* Regional - a variety of pivotal operational roles such as technical advice,
good offices, and funding

* Country - implications of international water issues for sustainable water
resources development and protection of the environment

Beyond the regional arrangements, there is a need for a source of expertise in
various aspects of international water affairs. These would include any or all of the many
specializations required to undertake the following functions:

* Research on the dynamic development impacts of addressing international river
basin planning and development issues, and the new pressures arising for
assistance in such issues.
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* Research studies on the successes and failures of past international river basin
developments, the effects of successful settlement, and the factors that
contributed to success; these studies would cover cases in both developing and
developed;

* Working closely with the Bank's Legal Department in following up
developments in international law on international inland waters, examining
their impact on the Bank's policies and practices, and initiating research and
new strategies as appropriate.

* Mobilizing the commitment and support of international and bilateral financing
agencies for addressing the problems of riparian countries.

* Increasing global awareness of the importance of addressing international water
issues to ensure sustainable development and protect the environment.

Conclusions and Recommendations

(i) There is strong consensus in the Bank on the need to make better progress
in promoting the cooperation of riparian countries for sustainable
development of international inland waters. Progress in development is
often hindered by the inability of the riparians to reach agreement on their
own.

(ii) There is also consensus in the Bank that it should play a more proactive role
in international inland water affairs.

(iii) The Bank's activities should be directed towards surface water; however it
may be necessary to consider groundwater in specific cases, especially
where it forms an important part of the hydrologic cycle of a river system
and where the Bank is in a position to make the necessary technical
conclusions.

(iv) The Bank's proactive role should be motivated by its mandate for and
commitment to sustainable development. It should pursue this role
regardless of whether there are any existing or incipient disputes.

(v) Where it is appropriate for the Bank to lend assistance, it should do so as
early as possible and not wait until disputes arise and sensitivities become
less receptive to external assistance.

(vi) If the Bank elects to play a more proactive role in international water
disputes, its policies should be flexible enough to allow it to respond to the
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variety of problems encountered in river basin development and take
advantage of the several ways in which helpful intervention might be made.

(vii) Any initiative by the Bank should, where feasible, be even-handed and be
directed to all significant riparians of an international river basin.

(viii) To implement a proactive role in international water affairs effectively, the
Bank should establish institutional arrangements that are appropriate for this
task which requires:

(a) experienced staff who could play a variety of roles e.g., technical
assistance, good offices, funding, analysis of water resources and
environment programs;

(b) carrying out such functions as research, policy, dissemination of
experience, conscience raising, global awareness, and support to
regional initiatives; and

(c) different expertise and perspectives to focus on such issues in
international affairs as political sensitivities, risks, prospects of success,
timeliness and relevance of Bank involvement, adequacy of preparation,
and other implications.
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